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Ocean Alexander 84R

SITTING

PRETTY
Another Revolution, another reason to be impressed
says Arnie Hammerman, stepping aboard the new
Ocean Alexander 84R Skylounge.

T

he success of Ocean Alexander’s
first Revolution model – a striking
90-footer (27.43 metres) released
in late 2018* – fuelled the expansion of the
Revolution series and culminated in the
launch of the new 25.45-metre 84R at the Fort
Lauderdale International Boat Show (FLIBS)
in 2019.
Designed by Evan K Marshall, it has many
of the same features as her sibling, but is
also distinctly different. They both share
a prominent plumb bow that makes for a
fashionable look while carrying the beam
forward, creating interior volume; they both
have contemporary styling with clean white
hulls broken up by large, angular blackout hull
windows; and their interiors are modern and
elegant, complete with contrasting timber
surfaces, stone, stainless and fabric accents.
Given the two models are only two metres
apart in overall length, one might wonder
what the new 84R brings to the table. Despite
some parallels and synergies, it can be said
that the 84R ably stands on her own.
The profile of the 84R has the catchy
Revolution look but is not as imposing as the
90R because her plumb bow is not as high.
The 84R’s main deck cabin is set further
aft with a raked windshield. This softens her

appearance by allowing the decks to gently
angle up to the skylounge above. While
striking, she will still appeal to those looking
for a touch more subtlety.
The skylounge has the presence, size and
facilities of a much larger vessel and is slightly
higher than the 90R’s flybridge.
A stylised, curved arch rises from the main
deck to form the hardtop above – her lines are
eye-catching in an elegant, more gentle way
than her sibling.
With spacious cabins, open decks and many
custom features derived from larger boats
used throughout, the 84R feels remarkably
big for her length. In fact, by carrying her
6.29-metre beam well forward, and taking full
advantage of multiple decks, Ocean Alexander
provides up to 18 percent more useable space
than other vessels of this size.
“The 84R combines the best in style
and performance with unrivalled space,
superyacht-quality amenities, and worldclass craftmanship and engineering,” says
Todd Holzapfel, Dealer Principal/Director at
Alexander Marine Australia.
Todd was quick to inspect the new
Revolution at FLIBS and concludes, “It
certainly ticks all the boxes when it comes to
comfortable family cruising.”
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The quality of the finish is reminiscent of
the finest homes, hotels or superyachts.
The combination of carpet, custom
laminate, timber and stone flooring divides
the sitting, dining and galley areas while
maintaining the open feel. Deckhead panels
hold recessed lighting and concealed airconditioning ducting is finished with a
diamond-faceted edge for a clean look.
The open galley amidships features a
large, stone-covered island with a sink
adjacent to the dining table that can seat
eight or more. This set-up keeps meal prep
at the heart of the boat where most people
want it, and is ideal for entertaining.
The galley features full-size stainless
appliances from Fisher-Paykel, Jenn-Air
and Whirlpool, and has abundant storage
including a spectacular custom glass
cabinet. “Like all Ocean Alexander motor

The 84R, designed
by Evan K Marshall,
has many of the same
features as her sibling
but is also distinctly
different.

AT A G L A N C E

25.45m
6.29m
85t
24.0kn
Overall length

Beam

Displacement – fully laden

Maximum speed

The covered aft deck with comfortable
seating creates an alfresco dining area with a
wet bar. Ample side decks lead forward with
access to the crew quarters to port. A teak-clad
stairway starboard links to the skylounge.
Windows and views are a hallmark of the
84R and from the aft table you can see all
the way through to the windshield. Larger
yacht appeal is apparent in the saloon with
expansive windows that bathe the area in
light and provide panoramic views. Ocean
Alexander custom engineers the windows,
incorporating marine-grade aluminium
beams to create unparalleled glass expanses.
The atmosphere is remarkable as you sit or
dine in comfort; there is the unmistakable
feeling of being close to the water’s surface.
Custom furniture features rich fabric
seating, concealed storage drawers,
lacquer-painted cabinets and tables, stone
surfaces and varnished timber accents.
* For a full review of the Ocean Alexander 90R, see issue 83 of
Ocean magazine.

yachts,” explains Holzapfel, “the 84R is
delivered with a turnkey package including
crockery, cutlery, linen and furnishings.”
Having the galley as the centre of the
action surrounded by social and dining
areas makes sense. The gemlike beauty
of the finish increases the appeal.
Forward there is another social space
complete with seating, a high-low table and
a convenient day head. This day saloon area
has tremendous versatility and can be used
as a breakfast nook, or simply as an ideal
spot to relax and enjoy the view forward.
A complete lower helm is available to
port with twin helm seats, and the settee
is conveniently within speaking distance
when this option is chosen. A watertight
port door leads to the bow lounge.
Comfortable forward-facing seating,
pop-up lighting, and a stone-surfaced table
create a separate area for dining, cocktails or
conversation. The large sun pad across from
the table is ideal for soaking up the rays and it
can be covered with an awning for protection
while lounging. An optional projector and
bow screen convert this into a fun outdoor
movie area. An internal stairwell leads up
from just inside the side door to the upper

Despite some
parallels and synergies
that ensure both vessels
clearly belong in the
Revolution class,
it can be said that
the 84R ably stands
on her own.
helm and skylounge, or an open flybridge
if desired. The fully equipped helm is to
starboard with triple Stidd chairs, providing
easy access to controls and displays. The
large windshield provides great sight lines.
The 84R is not just about aesthetics and
accommodations, however. With twin MAN
V12 1,650hp engines, top speed should be
close to 24 knots and, according to the builder,
range at 10 knots exceeds 1,200 nautical miles.
With the optional 1,900hp engines on
the vessel I toured in Fort Lauderdale, top
speed increases to around 28 knots. The
84R comes with an abundance of standard
features that are typically options on other
vessels, including an electronics package
valued at over $100,000 that comprises
multiple 24-inch Garmin touchscreens,
25kW open array radar, GHC 20 autopilot,

black box sounder, multiple VHFs, AIS with
NMEA GPS, multiple marine cameras and
an integrated iPad with Garmin (Navionics)
navigational app. Other features include a
Richie compass, KVH Triband HD7 satellite
TV, N2KView safety and security system and
an OctoPlex NMEA 2000 network electrical
control system. The standard OctoPlex system
provides monitoring and control for both AC
and DC systems, tank monitoring and more.
The temperature-controlled skylounge on
the vessel I boarded has a comfortable seating
area behind the helm and a large wet bar

Top: Linear flow opens up living areas
throughout the entire main deck.
Above: Shaded aft cockpit appeals with a long
transom lounge, dinette and bar.
Opposite top: Centrally located galley
combines functionality and luxury finishes.
Opposite left: Day saloon offers yet another
socialising space with panoramic views.
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The 84R provides
owners with a yacht
packed with features,
unprecedented volume
for her size, and the
quality and service
Ocean Alexander
is known for.

Top: The full-beam
master suite holds a
king-size bed, while
large hull windows
ensure not only plenty
of natural light but also
great views.
Above: High gloss
wood veneers and
premium stone finishes
in the master en-suite
that features his and
hers sections with large
central shower.

and serving area to starboard. A sliding glass
door provides access to the upper aft deck.
Outside, there is another wet bar with
an optional stainless 24-inch ElectriChef
barbecue and a centreline spa tub. Behind
the tub, cushioned seating runs the length of
the deck and is deeper than normal seating.
This romping couch is a great place to hang
out and catch the breeze. An alternative aft
deck layout removes the optional spa tub and
provides additional seating, but the tub really
shows off this deck and – to me – is essential.
The size, height, and accommodations
of the upper deck highlight both the chic
look and the superyacht feel of the 84R.
In addition to the large, open layout of the

upper deck and cool, galley-centric main
deck with its expanses of windows, the 84R
has great overnight accommodations.
The master is full beam with plenty of
light from wide hull windows on both sides,
a king bed, twin cedar-lined walk-in closets,
a vanity with lighted mirror, flatscreen
TV and more. The head runs full beam
featuring his-and-hers doors, heads and
sinks with a central connecting shower.
The forward VIP has a canted queen bed
that takes full advantage of the wide plumb
bow. Two additional cabins round out the
accommodations and can be configured as
twins or doubles thanks to sliding beds. All
cabins have hanging lockers and ensuite
heads with separate shower compartments.
Other notable features are crew quarters aft
that rival those on larger yachts. They include
a crew lounge/galley, laundry and a double
captain’s cabin as well as a twin bunk cabin.
The engine room is meticulously laid out and

carefully labelled. Stainless rails and diamond
plate provide a fresh look and good access
to the optional Twin MAN V12 1900s on our
test boat, and two 28kW Kohler gensets.
The swimming platform hydraulically
raises and lowers for tender launching and
stowage and to create a beach wading area. An
oversized transom hatchback door protects
guests from the elements and conceals a
finished area with a warm, freshwater rinse
and a cabinet that can be used for serving
or for holding towels and beach toys.
There is no doubt the Ocean Alexander
Revolution series is turning heads
throughout the world – the stylish modern

lines, the rich contemporary finishes
and the abundant accommodations that
belie the size of the vessel have become
the new hallmarks. Moreover, the 84R
delivers on all fronts, providing owners
with a yacht packed with features, superior
volume for her size, and the quality and
service Ocean Alexander is known for.
“When you purchase an Ocean
Alexander,” Holzapfel concludes, “you
have the security of a global network
for service and support – and you join a
worldwide family of passionate boaties.” O
alexandermarineaust.com.au
SPECIFICATIONS

Top: Enclosed Skylounge is a
comfortable haven
in all weathers.
Above: Distinctive styling and floor
to ceiling windows create
a striking profile.
Above left: The large open aft
section of the flybridge is a major
drawcard with BBQ grill, jacuzzi
and sunpads.
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TAIWAN

SKYDECK

Enclosed forward
skylounge offers
spectacular all-weather
views from helm
station, lounge and bar.
Sprawling aft deck has
room for a sunbathing
lounge, hot tub, BBQ
and another bar.
2
MAIN DECK

Open plan layout has
forward lounge, galley/
dining area, large
lounge flowing through
to aft cockpit dinette
with outdoor bar. Bow
lounge with sun pads
creates a separate
space.

3
LOWER DECK

Savvy hull design
produces superior
interior volume in
full-beam master. VIP
stateroom in the bow
enjoys full walk-around
access, while the two
guest cabins can be
configured as doubles.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
Builder
Model
Country of build
Designer
Naval architect
Interior designer
Year of build
LOA (length overall)

Ocean Alexander Yachts
84R Revolution Series
Taiwan

Speed (cruise)

10–18 knots

Fuel capacity

8971 litres

Range

1200nm (@ 10 knots)

Evan K Marshall (UK)

Freshwater capacity

2498 litres

Arrabito Naval Architects (Italy)

Blackwater capacity

757 litres

Evan K Marshall (UK)

Generators (main)
Bow thrusters

Side-Power Hydraulic

25.45 metres

Stern thruster

Side-Power Hydraulic

LWL (waterline length)

22.4 metres

Winches

Beam

6.29 metres

Anchoring systems

Draft

1.80 metres

Displacement (fully laden)
Classification
Hull construction
Superstructure
Engines
Output
Drive train

2 x Kohler 28EFKOZD

2020

85 tonnes
ABYC

Navigation electronics

3 x Garmin Glass Bridge 8600 24” MFDs

Underwater lights

GRP

Guest berths

1 x forward VIP and ensuite; 2 x guest twin, each

2 x Man V12 – 1650 650hp

with ensuite, both convert to double beds
Crew
Maximum people on board
Tenders

Gearbox

Standard warranties

ZF Model 2060
24 knots

10–18 knots
Speed (cruise)

8,971L
Fuel capacity

Lumishore

Full-beam midship king with his and hers ensuites

Stabilisation systems Side-Power curved zero speed fin stabilisers
Speed (max)

Dual Italwinch hydraulic vertical windlasses

and dual 100kg S/S pool anchors with 13mm chains

Owner berth

shaft

Speed (max)

Dual vertical electric rope winches for aft deck

GRP

2x 1650hp

24.0 knots

1200nm
Range

2 x crew cabins
33
To owner spec
1 Year Limited Manufacturer

Price in Australian dollars (landed) AU$9.814 million (GST included)

8
Guests overnight

